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Neuroprosthetics is an emerging field that is beginning to provide a technological approach to restore
lost sensory functions, restore movement for those with paralysis, or repair cognitive deficits produced by
disordered brain circuits (Donoghue, 2015). Neural prosthetics are technologies (i.e. a system of devices) that
can be placed in or on the body to partially recover lost sight, hearing, or movement, or repair brain circuits
that affect mood, memory or movement are either already available commercially or in human clinical trials,
and there is a growing pipeline of new neurotechnologies emerging from research laboratories. It is possible
to use technology to repair and restore function both because of an impressive (but still very incomplete) body
of neuroscience knowledge and the transformational technology and information processing achievements of
the last decades.
Our sense organs provide electrical patterns of information about the state of the world. Neural machinery
spread across the central nervous system uses those patterns to compute new representation patterns that
nearly always make sense to us when processed properly in the brain. (How this remarkable process occurs is
the driving force for a large fraction of neuroscientists). On the output side of the nervous system we are capable
of an enormous repertoire of dexterous movements, like piano playing or ballet dancing. To generate skilled
voluntary movement, the brain plans actions by assembling sensory signals and internally known information
and outputs out electrical patterns that drive the coordinated muscle activity. Brain networks, in ways still quite
unclear, also capture, store, organize, and generate memory, behavioral plans, and other cognitive functions.
All this appears to include computing new information from internally generated activity patterns.
Fundamental knowledge about how the nervous system codes and computes information is now sufficient,
and computing hardware and software good enough, to create neural prosthetic systems that can writein or read-out neural codes to reproduce aspects of sensory and motor functions, and correct abnormal
cognitive brain networks when these functions are lost or disrupted due to disease or injury. However, current
neural prosthetics, which aim to emulate the function of neural circuits, still perform well below their biological
counterparts, largely from two broad limitations. First, knowledge of brain function, particularly as an integrated
information processing system, remains inadequate. Second, technology needed to replace neural function
cannot adequately capture signal patterns and then copy computations that occur in most real neural networks
– a software problem – and the devices capable of these computations are bulky, power-hungry and slow
compared to their biological counterparts, and they are difficult to integrate into body – a hardware problem.
Nevertheless, neuroscience knowledge is sufficient, technology adequate to create useful neural prosthetics,
but there is great room for improvement. AI is one area that may be able to contribute to a major advance in the
processing capabilities of neural prosthetics. Here, I will provide a high level overview of the current state of
neural prosthetics from four examples of clinically motivated prosthetics, discuss the limitations faced now. In
the spirit of this volume, I will comment on how AI could be a valuable approach to improve sensory, motor and
brain circuit neural prosthetics (Fig. 1). AI is used specifically to refer to the deep learning approach (Hinton et
al., 2006) (LeCun et al., 2015), because, as will be illustrated below, neural prosthetics suffer from a common
challenges of detecting often incomplete activity patterns in raw complex and poorly characterized signals and
transforming them into a new representation. The ability for Deep Learning DL nets to be able to generate
reliable outputs in complex data is well suited to this class of problem, perhaps not surprisingly because DL
nets are an attempt to copy the very processes neural prosthetics are trying to replicate. Figure 1 provides
more detail and a schematic of this problem in the context of each of the examples that will be described next.
Sensory, Circuit and Motor Prosthetics
Four devices illustrate the current state of neurotechnology in helping humans: sensory neuroprosthetics for
hearing and for vision restoration, deep brain stimulation (DBS) to modulate dysfunctional brain circuits, and (3)
brain computer interfaces (BCIs) to restore movement. These neurotechnologies exemplify the forms, spectrum
of developmental stages, and state of our ability to restore brain function with technology. Each could be
enhanced through the methods available from the field of AI.
Sensory Neurotechnology
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Each sense organ is an exquisite structure that provides the brain with spatially distributed and temporally
changing patterns of electrical impulses emanating in large sets of neurons. These spatiotemporal neural
activity patterns are a filtered version of various forms energy in the world – sound, light, chemicals, or
mechanical forces. When activated through its specialized sense organ traveling initially through selective
pathways, the brain interprets these patterns, for example, as sounds (air pressure changes transduced
from the eardrum through the cochlea) or vision (electromagnetic radiation from 390 to 700 nm wavelength
processed through the retina). Neural patterns are transformed and spread widely in brain networks,
continuously ‘computing’ activity patterns (at least in the conscious state) that lead to the perception of an the
object or the understanding of a spoken word (Fig. 1A). Thus, a large part of brain information processing
appears to be the transformation of one pattern into another, put in a shamefully over-simplistic way. Damage
to a sense organ disconnects the brain from that perceptual system (and more), limiting the use of that input
to understand, remember or interact with the world. Most often, sensory receptor degeneration (e.g. inherited
genetic disorders, mechanical damage) is the reason a sensory capability is lost, but the computing neural
hardware remains without receiving patterned input needed to compute (Mysore et al., 2015). Available neural
prosthetics can provide these lost patterns for both hearing and sight.
Hearing
The cochlear implant is the benchmark neurotechnology achievement for a human disorder. More that 250,000
devices have been implanted, allowing, for example, deaf children to attend standard educational programs.
Nevertheless the understanding of sounds in the world is not at the level achieved by the intact biological
interface between our acoustic world and the brain. This still crude neural prosthetic device has a profound
personal and social impact (Bond et al., 2009).
The cochlea is a snail shell-shaped structure at the end of the middle ear where the mechanical motions of
sound are converted by receptive hair cells lying a thin sheet along the length of the cochlea. Mechanical motion
of the hairs atop these receptor cells result in electrical activity patterns in auditory nerve fibers, which connect
to each hair cell. Sound generates patterns of activity across the auditory nerve. Many forms of deafness are
the result of hair cell death but the auditory fibers typically still remain. A cochlear implant bypasses missing hair
cells by delivering an artificial spatiotemporal electrical impulse patterns directly to the auditory nerve fibers in
the cochlea. These electrical impulses, which at first are non-sense signals to the user when first supplied, over
time become recognizable in brain auditory networks as meaningful, although not natural sound. Remarkably,
comprehensible speech emerges when fewer than a dozen electrodes in the cochlea are used to replace
thousands of lost hair cells. Thus, what is ordinarily a very rich spatiotemporal pattern of natural sound, can be
replaced by impoverished pattern of electrical stimulation that the brain can still meaningfully use.
In the cochlear implant device, sounds are captured by an external microphone and processed using electronics
housed in a small package worn behind the ear. The impulses are transmitted wirelessly through the skin to an
implanted receiver-stimulator connected to a flexible, pencil-lead thin electrode that is threaded into the cochlea.
In the intact ear, hairs atop different cells wiggle to different sound frequencies – different spots for different
frequencies – which is in a simple sense a place code. Thus, the cochlea, in its simplest sense, has tonotopic
map of sound in that frequency response is arranged spatially along the length of the cochlea. However, the
actual transduction involves complex actions across the cochlea. In the healthy cochlea, hair cells chemically
communicate their activation to auditory nerve fibers below them. The cochlear implant bypasses missing hair
cells by directly activating auditory fibers, albeit with an electrode that probably activates hundreds of fibers
at once because each stimulation site activates many fibers at once. Despite the impossibility of the current
implant being able to recreate natural spatiotemporal auditory nerve fiber activity patterns, it is nevertheless
quite successful in providing useful signal to the brain. In essence, the cochlear implant transforms sound in the
world into a spatiotemporal pattern; this transformation is an attempt to copy the computation that the sound
should have produced in the auditory nerve. A useful video of the system can be found at: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=u8LpjkfvaSU
Cochlear implants do not produce a natural sound in part because the technology cannot produce the correct
spatiotemporal activity patterns in the auditory pathway nerve. We lack an understanding of how to compute
natural neural patterns from sound. The inadequate transformation probably accounts for problems such as the
difficulty users have understanding speech in noisy environments. Here is where AI strategies could improve
function. Deep learning might provide an effective way not only in learning the optimal spatiotemporal pattern
of stimulation to compute percepts from sound, but also help to learn and then generate missing components in
the neural signals needed to correct for changing environments. Static sound processor algorithms aim to find
the best algorithm, but deep learning approaches that identify relationships between input and output patterns
to solve problems like filtering speech in crowds are already beginning to show promise (Healy et al., 2015). As
will be repeated in the subsequent examples, these biological, computational and technological shortcomings
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of cochlear implants are shared by all current neurotechnologies and AI may be able to help improve pattern
transformation across all of them.
Sensory Neurotechnology – vision
Retinal implants, another neural prosthetic device that has recently been approved, has the ability to restore
a level of vision for people with blindness from retinal degenerative disorders. Several hundred have already
been implanted. Like hearing, vision involves the transduction of a complex pattern light that falls on the retina
into a neural activity pattern, that is further computed in brain networks and interpreted as form, structure or
meaning. Photoreceptors and the ensuing circuitry at the back of the tissue-paper thin retina at the back of the
eye produce spatiotemporal activity patterns. This pattern is transmitted to the brain via ganglion cells, which
project their axons from the retina through the optic nerve to multiple sites in the brain. Vision, especially when
in the service of a behavior, engages networks across vast extent of the nervous system, again in a continual
re-computing of one pattern into another.
Vision loss is commonly the result of photoreceptor degeneration (e.g. macular degeneration (Mysore et al.,
2015)), which stops light from engaging the first step of the retinal circuit that leads to ganglion cell activation,
the obligatory path from eye to brain. Typically, ganglion cells and their brain connections remain, a parallel to
auditory receptor (hair cell) degeneration with the auditory nerve remaining. Retinal implants, which were first
approved in the US in 2013, have followed a design similar to the cochlear implant: A set of electrical stimulating
electrodes is used to replace lost photoreceptors to activate intact visual projections, via the ganglion cells,
to deliver spatiotemporal pattern of information to the brain (Lin et al., 2015). For a retinal implant, a twodimensional sheet of stimulating electrodes is laid at the back of the eye (above or below the retina). Patterns
of light detected on a camera (worn outside the body) are transformed into spatiotemporal electrical stimulation
pattern on the array, which activate the ganglion cells. The activated ganglion cells carry this artificial pattern
from the eye, through the optic nerve, to the brain. The user perceives this patterned electrical stimulation of
the retina not like a typical visual scene, but instead the image is reportedly somewhat like a pattern of light
flashes on a movie marquis made of many light bulbs. The number of artificial visual channels is low: dozens of
electrodes are tapped into the roughly one million channels that go from the human eye to the brain. Importantly,
retinal stimulation bypasses the complex intraretinal ‘computational’ neural machinery that transforms the light
pattern falling on the photoreceptor sheet into a new pattern in the ganglion cells. ‘Vision’ provided by neural
prosthetics can require significant time for the users to interpret, presumably as the brain mechanisms are used
to interpret this unusual pattern of activation. An example showing the use of a retinal implant is available at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTiVKvs_lXg
The fact that vision is possible with a neural prosthesis is remarkable, and of great impact for those seeking
to see again. However, restoration of natural vision will ideally require much better hardware (to couple more
channels across the full extent retina) and processing to recreate natural vision, including mapping computation
that occurs in the retina itself. For vision, AI could help in learning and then computing a more effective
representation of signal that are produced after light is processed by the eye and retinal circuitry, which could
produce more natural vision and help correct for real world complexities like changing illumination that the
brain ‘expects’ from the eye. AI based on deep learning of natural scenes, which can perform many humanlike perceptual functions, appear not to have been implemented in retinal prosthetics yet, but should be able to
help the still small number of channels activated by the neural interface to create more natural activity patterns,
leading to more natural vision.
Brain Circuits – Neuromodulation prosthetics
Stimulating sensory neurons activates pathways that are eventually interpreted by brain circuits. These circuits
store information in memory, or can immediately invoke action, or delay it for later actions (planning). Highly
interconnected brain networks quickly and flexibly combine information from any input and various ‘internal
circuits’ to engage almost any output in ways still poorly understood. Disorders that emerge from imbalanced
activity of certain brain networks appear to lead to perceptual, cognitive (including affective), and movement
disorders. Neural prosthetics to correct malfunctioning circuits through targeted electrical stimulation-termed
neuromodulation- are already in use, although they currently engage ‘brute force’ tactics that inject electrical
impulses within a complex circuit without fully understanding how this injected ‘information’ modulates the
computations produced by this network. The most remarkable and widely used example of neuromodulation
success is the use of deep brain stimulation (DBS) in Parkinson’s disease (PD), where the shaking, rigidity
and tremor of the disorder is relieved by stimulating a particular point in a cortical-basal ganglia circuit at about
100 times per second. Parkinson’s disease is the result of the loss of the neurotransmitter dopamine, which is
essential for the normal operation of cortical-thalamic-basal ganglia networks that control movement planning
and performance, as well as cognitive functions. Exactly how these circuits work, or depend on dopamine is not
fully understood, but remarkably DBS stimulation at one node in this circuit overcomes the dopamine-induced
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deficit, readjusting the circuit so that it operates more normally, as long as stimulation is continued. With DBS,
which has been applied in more 150,000 people symptoms are diminished often substantially (but not cured).
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a process of using a pattern of electrical stimulation through an electrode
surgically inserted into a select region of a basal ganglia thalamo-cortical loop (i.e. subthalamic nucleus, STN)
in order to alter the functional activity level, of a part of that circuit (Fig. 1B). Typical DBS electrodes consist
of a spaghetti noodle-sized probe with four (or more) mm sized metal contacts near its end. The probe is
inserted into the STN, a collection of neurons about the size of a lentil bean. Repeated electrical stimulation
in STN – through an electronic pulse generator placed under the skin of the chest – modulates brain circuit
function presumably modulating the circuit so that it computes properly. Typically one electrode is used, but
multiple electrodes are being evaluated as a way to create more complex or accurately localized spatiotemporal
patterns. The result in PD is impressive (one of many videos of the effect at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=17ch1guvoLA)
The safety profile for DBS implantation is quite good (DiLorenzo et al., 2014). But not surprisingly, DBS can
have side effects, including effects on cognition (Wu et al., 2014), perhaps due to the large electrodes (>1mm),
the difficulty in very exact placement requirements, the proximity of other circuits to the stimulation site or the
type of stimulation pattern employed, but it remains impressive that crude stimulation works so well. Tuning
stimulation parameters is complex. DBS is now open loop, in that it does not use information about activity
patterns in the circuit to shape the best stimulation pattern. This is hindered in part by the difficulty in monitoring
the state of the circuit, although at least basic macro recording is now beginning to be possible. When readout
is available, AI might be useful in finding intelligent ways to adaptively learn the best timing or intensity of
stimulation to optimize the effect, which now is a barrier to effective DBS therapy (Arlotti et al., 2016). Effectively
this plan would produce a bioelectronics hybrid brain circuit.
DBS is also being investigated as a circuit neuroprosthetic for broad range of other disorders including affective
disorders like depression (Choi et al., 2015), obsessive-compulsive disorder (repetitive habits) (Fayad et al.,
2016) and memory loss in Alzheimer’s disease (Mirzadeh et al., 2016) involving various other frontal circuits.
The potential for DBS success in affective or cognitive circuits still requires considerable further inquiry.
Advances are currently limited by our poor understanding of computations occurring in these complex, dynamic
brain circuits, difficulties associated with knowing how or where to intervene in these networks, and availability
of technology to precisely deliver correct spatial and temporal patterns. DL approaches would potentially be
helpful in repairing these circuit disorders, by learning from abnormal brain patterns (by reading out patterns
of activity) and converting them into meaningful activity patterns for that circuit (writing in by stimulation of the
correct circuit sites).
Changing brain circuits raises ethics issues. DBS provides a tool to shape virtually any brain circuits including
those affecting personality or behavior and therefore must be judiciously monitored for ethical application. The
concept of altering brain circuits, and potentially behavior, with electrical stimulation (or other forms of energy)
is more immediately concerning as simpler, but much less precise brain stimulation devices are used. It is now
possible to influence circuits with technology that can be applied outside the head, which has growing adoption
in the public. Most specifically, Transcranial Direct Brain Stimulation TDCs is possible with everyday technology
(batteries and saltwater soaked sponges on the head) and it is very cheap and easy to make. TDCS has a
popular following and is being used for every imaginable issue, often with no valid scientific backing (Wexler,
2017) raising ethical, legal and social concerns (Kuersten and Hamilton, 2014).
Movement restoration – Brain computer interfaces:
Voluntary movement also emerges from brain circuits and, not surprisingly, is elaborated by a vast network of
central nervous system structures. However, the corticospinal pathway, a bundle of axons connecting neurons
in cerebral motor areas to the spinal cord, is one critical path that provides a patterned input to the spinal
cord (and many other structures) to generate skilled movement particularly of the fingers and hand. Paralysis
results from a number of disorders, including stroke, spinal cord injury, or traumatic brain injury. When any of
these disorders disrupts the corticospinal pathway anywhere along its route, paralysis of useful, skilled actions
including hand motion, walking or speech may occur. A brain computer interface (BCI) is a system that is
designed to bypass damaged brain structures and restore brain-controlled movement by using brain activity
patterns as a source of movement commands. BCIs recreate action commands from limited samples of neural
activity patterns from brain areas that have activity patterns related to movement intentions. These patterns
can be read out and decoded into commands able to operate devices like a computer or a robot, or even
the paralyzed muscles themselves. A BCI can be considered as the converse of devices discussed so far, in
that a BCI is intended to read out brain activity (i.e. recording activity) so that intentions can become actions,
rather than trying to write in signals into the brain or nerves. BCIs have been used in investigational studies in
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fewer than 20 people with severe paralysis to restore their ability to move or interact with the world. (for more
comprehensive reviews see: (Donoghue et al., 2007; Hatsopoulos and Donoghue, 2009; Homer et al., 2013).
Movement intentions arise from a spatiotemporal pattern of activity in cortical neurons across a network of
cerebral motor areas. The primary motor cortex (MI) is a major origin of the corticospinal pathway and a key
node in a much larger cerebral motor network. Using an aspirin-sized bed of 100 hair-thin probes that are
inserted just into the surface of the MI arm region, it is possible to record patterns of neural activity from a
each of many individual neurons that reflect the coordinated motions of the arm, say to reach and grasp.
Current, typically static, algorithms make it possible to convert that pattern from a small sample of neural
activity into control signals that can allow a person who is fully paralyzed to control a multijoint robotic arm
well enough to pick up a container of coffee, drink from it, and put it back on the table (for video see: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogBX18maUiM). Other groups have extended this work and demonstrated even
more dexterous control (Collinger et al, 2013). However, actions of computer cursors or robotic arms using
BCIs are slow and far less dexterous than we effortlessly accomplish all the time. The computational power of
AI, by potentially learning better mappings between limited, complex patterns of cortical neural activity and the
requisite command structure, could provide a much richer, faster and complex control (Fig. 1C). As depicted
in Fig. 1 for motor systems, current sensors only sample incompletely – they have access to a tiny fraction
of the activity ongoing to coordinate even the simplest reach and grasp action. Optimized DL algorithms (and
hardware) might be able to make up for the small sample and missing information to achieve the speed and
dexterity achieved by able-bodied people. DL could also benefit from information about real world actions which
help constrain the problem (Howard et al., 2009), but this has not yet been tried.
Conclusions
Neural prosthetics are remarkable mainly early stage attempts to replace missing neural structures, but they
are not able to fully replicate the brain structures they are intended to replace. Their shortcoming emerges
from technology limitations, namely the inability of current electrode interfaces to address (write in) or sample
(read out) the full spectrum of channels, the size of computational technologies which can limit their processing
power or portability, or their compatibility with the body. Importantly, successful neural prosthetics are limited by
the inability to reproduce computations of biological circuits, which can be simplistically reduced to a problem
of computing one spatiotemporal pattern from another. The problem is exacerbated by incomplete and noisy
information inherent to neural data. Deep learning appears to be a framework very well suited to more faithfully
mimic this computation compared to current approaches, because this approach is particularly good at finding
high-level abstractions, (i.e., complex patterns) in large-scale data.
AI, ethics and the limitations and potential of Neuroprosthetics:
The promise of neurotechnology to improve human health is substantial and not limited to the examples given
above. There are many other neuroprosthetic technologies where advanced, intelligent computing can help
improve the lives of those with neurological disorders or injury, such as creating a brain controlled artificial limb
for people with limb loss. In my view, these technologies are likely to be realized, although it is very difficult to
predict the timing and pace of success when fundamental research issues still are required. ‘AI’, neuroscience
and engineering advances will all play a role in realizing more effective technology to restore vision, hearing,
cognition, or movement to those disabled by nervous system disorders. AI offers neuroprosthetics a means to
learn and then implement computations like those achieved by neural circuits, without full understanding how
these computations are achieved. As they are integrated into neural functions, they may provide a framework
to create more and more brain-like computing that could replicate or even exceed those capabilities. We should
be aware of the impact of such advances on society and the individual.
Accelerating AI and in neuroprosthetics successes indicate that we are at an inflection point where the ability
to augment human function with these bio-machine hybrids, though still a long way off, can be realized. Full
restoration of humans who have lost critical functions of their nervous system would be an outstanding success
for neuroengineering, the extension of this to ways to augment abilities in able-bodied individuals is easy to
imagine as medical applications expand. One might envision retinal implants enabling night or infrared vision,
or, more fancifully, memory circuit stimulation to double memory capacity. These speculations raise ethical and
social challenges that need to be evaluated now in the scientific and legal communities so that we are prepared
as these capabilities emerge. Lastly, it is important to recall that there are other big challenges to achieving
the bionic human either to overcome disability or to augment function. High resolution communication with the
nervous system, for the foreseeable future, will require surgical interventions that will slow adoption, due to
cost and real or perceived risk, and will surely influence social views on using this type of neurotechnology.
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